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Handy guide to travelling NSW
L

OOKING to pack up, hitch
up and hit the road to the
east this year? If so, make sure
you take a look at the Caravan
and Camping Holiday Guide
2017.
“The popularity of caravan
and camping holidays continues to grow, and this guide can
help you plan your next perfect
trip in NSW,” said Caravan and
Camping Industry Association
(CCIA) NSW chief executive

Lyndel Gray. “The guide provides a whole range of accommodation options, from campsites, family and pet-friendly
holiday parks to luxury glamping and cabin options, so there
is something for any budget or
level of luxury.”
There is information on
more than 350 CCIA member
holiday parks, as well as 200
dealerships and suppliers selling all the latest products and

equipment, plus details on
where to get your RV serviced
or repaired.
“Each year, more than 3.9
million caravan and camping
trips are taken in NSW, and
this free resource – available as
a hard copy, online or as a
downloadable app – is the best
way to locate your perfect holiday park or product supplier,”
Ms Gray said.
■ www.caravan-camping.com.au
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Dump point for caravanners
ᔡ Glenn Cordingley
It may not sound too glamorous butt
ill
a new dump point for Broome will
omean the world to hundreds of people travelling to town each year in
e
recreational vehicles and large
caravans.
re
Tourism WA has offered to share
the $45,000 cost with the Shire of
d
Broome and the Campervan and
ia
Motorhome Club of Australia
d
would provide infrastructure and
directional signage.
e
It would be situated behind the
aBroome Visitor Centre in Chinaatown, alongside the existing caravan parking bays.
How the cost would be split wass
il
under negotiation but the council
could be required to contribute a

maximum $22,500. Wastewater
dump points are public facilities
that receive wastewater and liquid
waste from caravans and other
vehicles with mobile toilet and sanitation fixtures.
The entry point of a wastewater
dump point often consists of a
receptacle, which allows users to
connect or empty their storage
tank. The wastewater flows into
holding tanks or reticulated sewer.
The disposal of effluent from
caravans and other vehicles with
mobile toilet and sanitation fixtures is not permitted because it
would interfere with the efficient
operation of a conventional on-site
wastewater disposal system.
The BVC would assist in managing the facility.
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